
A SIMPLE REPORT TO REDUCE 
CRE LOAN TURN TIME

Faster Turn-time

Satisfy Loan Requirements

Cost-Reduction

Does your commercial real estate 
property require additional 
environmental assessment?

What is the difference between an ETS 
report and Phase I ESA?

Determining where to go next can be a frustrating 
experience and could increase wait times and your client’s 
out-of-pocket expenses. An Environmental Transaction 
Screen (ETS) could be the answer. An ETS is a lower-
cost, faster alternative to a Phase I Environmental Site 
Assessment (ESA). Ordering an ETS provides thorough 
environmental site assessment while insuring your CRE 
transaction proceeds smoothly. 

An ETS is a limited-scope environmental analysis 

intended to identify Potential Environmental Concerns 
in general accordance with ASTM Standard Guidance 
E1528-14. Environmental Transaction Screens are 
commonly performed for commercial real estate and 
recommended for low-risk properties where few risks 

from surrounding properties are anticipated. 

An ETS can satisfy conventional loan requirements 
because it follows ASTM E1528-14. Unlike a Phase I 
ESA, an ETS does not require analysis of the historical 
land use of adjacent properties. For certain properties, 
these limitations on the scope of a Phase I ESA strike 
the perfect balance between the need for rigorous 
environmental due diligence and the need to keep 
transaction costs and times down. Please note the ETS 
does not meet the all-appropriate inquiry requirement 

of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and is therefore 

not eligible for the liability limitations the Act provides for.

Ordering an ETS is a quick way to receive a 

thorough environmental assessment to keep the 

CRE transaction processing smoothly.

An ETS can save your client money and keep 

your base costs down, all while expediting the 

CRE transaction cycle.

ETS reports are performed in accordance with 

ASTM E1528-14. When a commercial property 

requires additional assessment, ordering an ETS 

can satisfy loan underwriting requirements without 

the additional time and expense of a Phase I 

Environmental Site Assessment.

Download a preview sample report HERE 
OR download the full sample report HERE
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https://workdrive.zohoexternal.com/external/3QimeadSX8R-LbdEp
https://workdrive.zohoexternal.com/external/3QimeadSX8S-LbdEp


Product Specifications

Increase Your 
Pull-Through 

Rates
Streamline Your Transactions

CREtelligent.com

Meets SBA Requirements for lower risk sites

Fully compliant with ASTM Standard Guidance E1528-14

Limited scope streamlines service time to seven business days 

from site inspection

Includes in-person site reconnaissance

Features careful records review of physical setting, historical aerial 

photographs, city directories, and Sanborn/Fire insurance maps, 

and a comprehensive regulatory database search

Identifies Potential Environmental Concerns (PEC) 

Enhanced File Review (EFR) available at additional cost

If your commercial real estate property is relatively low risk, 

an ETS is a quicker, more cost-effective, environmental due 

diligence option.

LOG IN. ORDER. GO.
Log in to the CREtelligent Platform and discover 
how easy commercial real estate due diligence can 
be. We created a simple, robust, and innovative 
platform to collapse transaction close times and 
eliminate unnecessary cost and hassle during CRE 
loan transactions. The result is our easy-to-use, 
one-stop platform for locating a property, ordering 
a service, and delivering the reports you need to 
build collateral certainty, comply with regulatory 
requirements, and satisfy in-house property 
intelligence and risk-tolerance requirements. 
The Platform lets you instantly triage a property’s 
environmental condition and order the services 
you need all in one place. Eliminate the hassle and 
expense of engaging multiple providers to perform 
multiple tasks. The CREtellgient Platform ensures 
our clients will meet their goals and receive world-
class service.

The CREtelligent platform is an 
innovative platform designed to 

improve workflow and transparency 
for participants in the commercial 

real estate ecosystem.

CREtelligent.com
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